Pinellas County Schools Organizational Chart

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
LISA CANE, Chair
LAURA HINE, Vice-Chair
CAROL COOK
CAPRICE EDMOND
EILEEN LONG
STEPHANIE MEYER
DAWN PETERS

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE
KEVIN HENDRICK

SCHOOL BOARD ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY FOR BOARD
DAVID KOPERSKI
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CHIEF ACADEMIC OFFICER
TEACHING AND LEARNING
DANIEL EVANS, Ed.D.

DIRECTOR, ADVANCED STUDIES / ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
ADVANCED STUDIES/ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
CASSANDRA BOGATZ

DIRECTOR, ATHLETICS, PK-12 PE, HEALTH EDUCATION AND SCHOOL WELLNESS
ATHLETICS/PREK-12 PE/HEALTH/WELLNESS
ALBERT BENNETT

DIRECTOR, ENGLISH LEARNERS SERVICES
ESOL
NATASA KARAC, Ed.D.

DIRECTOR, STUDENT EXPERIENCE
STUDENT EXPERIENCE
KIMBERLY HILL

DIRECTOR, CAREER, TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION
CAREER, TECHNICAL, AND ADULT EDUCATION
WILLIAM "MARK" HUNT

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MICHAEL FEENEY

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MIDDLE SCHOOL EDUCATION
MIDDLE SCHOOL EDUCATION
ERIN PHELPS

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
RITA VASQUEZ, Ed.D.
DIRECTOR, ADVANCED STUDIES / ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

ADVANCED STUDIES/ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
CASSANDRA BOGATZ

GIFTED EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GIFTED & ABLE LEARNERS
CORAL MARSH
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DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
KAREN POST

FINANCIAL REPORTING ANALYST
ACCOUNTING
Open Position

GENERAL MANAGER, SCHOOL LUNCH/GENERAL ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
Open Position

GENERAL MANAGER, SCHOOL LUNCH/GENERAL ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING
TRACEY SMITH
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DIRECTOR, PURCHASING
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
STEPHEN BENJAMIN

MANAGER, PURCHASING
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
MARK SHUMAN
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Manager, Budget FTE and Cost Reporting

- Samantha Chastain

Financial Reporting Analyst

- Alejandra Benites Giron
- Cynthia Dziien
- Christine Duffy
- Michael Singleton
- Sheri Bohm
- Stacy Pitt

Open Position

Financial Reporting Analyst

Budget & Resource Allocation
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MANAGER, TALENT ACQUISITION
HUMAN RESOURCES
DEBRA CUCCHIARA

RECRUITER
HUMAN RESOURCES
RAQUEL PEREZ-RUSO

Open Position
RECRUITER
HUMAN RESOURCES
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HUMAN RESOURCES PARTNER
HUMAN RESOURCES
MISTINE DAWE

HUMAN RESOURCES RECORDS ANALYST
HUMAN RESOURCES
HUBERT DAVIS
HUMAN RESOURCES PARTNER

HUMAN RESOURCES
NICOLE GALLUCCI, Ed.D.

Open Position
COORDINATOR, CREDENTIALING

HUMAN RESOURCES
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HUMAN RESOURCES PARTNER
HUMAN RESOURCES
TABITHA GRIFFIN

SENIOR HUMAN RESOURCES SPECIALIST RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
HUMAN RESOURCES
MELISSA HILL
DIRECTOR, FOOD AND NUTRITION
FOOD AND NUTRITION
KAREN ORUWARIYE

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, FOOD AND NUTRITION
FOOD AND NUTRITION
BRIANNA MAHONEY

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, FOOD AND NUTRITION
FOOD AND NUTRITION
SAMANTHA MUSHALANSKY
COORDINATOR, FOOD AND NUTRITION TRAINING

FOOD AND NUTRITION
MICHAEL SCARPA

FOOD AND NUTRITION QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER

FOOD AND NUTRITION
RICHARD MANGAS
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DIRECTOR, MAINTENANCE
   MAINTENANCE
   MICHAEL HEWETT

GENERAL MANAGER, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
   MAINTENANCE
   TIMOTHY CAUGHEY

MANAGER, MAINTENANCE SUPPORT SERVICES
   MAINTENANCE
   MICHELE CRIBBS

MANAGER, MAINTENANCE
   MAINTENANCE
   CHAD PARKER

WAREHOUSE COORDINATOR
   WAREHOUSING
   ROBERT STRADER

MANAGER, MAINTENANCE
   MAINTENANCE
   JEFFREY BOLT

MANAGER, MAINTENANCE
   MAINTENANCE
   NEIL ROBINSON
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DIRECTOR, TRANSPORTATION
THOMAS HAGEWOOD

CUSTOMER SERVICE ANALYST
TRANSPORTATION
AUTumn WESTERMANN

CUSTOMER SERVICE ANALYST
TRANSPORTATION
JOSEPH CAMERA

TRANSPORTATION FIELD OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
TRANSPORTATION
ANTHONY LANGHORNE

TRANSPORTATION ROUTING LOGISTICS SPECIALIST
TRANSPORTATION
MARY-JO NUGENT

TRANSPORTATION, COMPOUND MANAGER
TRANSPORTATION
CAMMIE WEEKS

TRANSPORTATION, COMPOUND MANAGER
TRANSPORTATION
FELICIA SALTERS-O'HARE

TRANSPORTATION, COMPOUND MANAGER
TRANSPORTATION
KELVIN CLARK

TRANSPORTATION, COMPOUND MANAGER
TRANSPORTATION
MARY SUE CROSS

TRANSPORTATION, COMPOUND MANAGER
TRANSPORTATION
STEPHANIE CARRIER

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
BRIAN LOWE
TRANSPORTATION, COMPOUND MANAGER

TRANSPORTATION
CAMMIE WEEKS

TRANSPORTATION FIELD OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

TRANSPORTATION
MARY LANGHORNE

TRANSPORTATION FIELD OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

TRANSPORTATION
YAISA BUSH
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TRANSPORTATION, COMPOUND MANAGER

KELVIN CLARK

TRANSPORTATION FIELD OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

MATTIE PASCHAL

TRANSPORTATION FIELD OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

PAUL GUGLIETTA

TRANSPORTATION FIELD OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

TRACY BODENBENDER
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Open Position
MANAGER, MULTIMEDIA AND TV OPERATIONS
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION

MULTIMEDIA COORDINATOR
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
KYLE BELL

MULTIMEDIA PRODUCER
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
DAVID COOK

MULTIMEDIA PRODUCER
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
ELIZABETH JOHNSON

MULTIMEDIA PRODUCER
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
WALLACE PATANOW

MULTIMEDIA TECHNICIAN
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION
SHAWN BRIGGS
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DIRECTOR, ASSESSMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
FREDRICK MAUCK

DATA ANALYST
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
ALECIA TRAUSCHT

DATA ANALYST
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
SUSAN LLOYD

SENIOR APPLICATION SPECIALIST
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
MARIA MEYERS

SENIOR APPLICATION SPECIALIST
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
Open Position
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DIRECTOR, EVALUATION
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
AUTUMN FREI, Ed.D.

MANAGER, RESEARCH
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
CANDACE CANTRELL, Ed.D.

Open Position
MANAGER, RESEARCH
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH

MANAGER, RESEARCH
ASSESSMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RESEARCH
THOMAS LANG

TITLE I SPECIALIST
TITLE I
MERLANDE PETITBOIS, Ed.D.
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CHIEF STUDENT SUPPORT OFFICER
STUDENT SUPPORT
STEPHANIE LONG

DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
LESLIE TOPPING

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION
EVELYN MOWATT

DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
LESLIE TOPPING

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SCHOOL CLIMATE AND BEHAVIOR
SCHOOL CLIMATE AND BEHAVIOR
SOLOMON LOWERY, Ed.D.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, STUDENT SERVICES
STUDENT SERVICES
DONNA SICILIAN

PRINCIPAL ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
LEALMAN INNOVATION ACADEMY
CHRISTINA FIELDS

PRINCIPAL ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
BAYSIDE HIGH
ERIN SAVAGE

PRINCIPAL ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
PINELLAS SECONDARY SCHOOL
ROBIN MOBLEY

PRINCIPAL ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
PINELLAS GULF COAST ACADEMY
CARMELA HALEY

PRINCIPAL ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
DISSTON ACADEMY
TAMIKA HUGHES-LEEKS

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PINELLAS VIRTUAL FRANCHISE
MANDY PERRY

PRINCIPAL, ESE CENTER
CALVIN HUNSINGER ESE CENTER
JESSICA URQUHART

PRINCIPAL, ESE CENTER
NINA HARRIS ESE CENTER
JACQUELINE CASSIDY

PRINCIPAL, ESE CENTER
SANDERS ESE
HEIDI D'AMBROSIO, Ed.D.

PRINCIPAL, ESE CENTER
STEPHENS ESE CENTERS
KATHERINE CSASZAR

PRINCIPAL, ESE CENTER
PINELLAS HIGH INNOVATION
RYAN GREEN

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
ACADEMY DIRECTOR
CHI CHI RODRIGUEZ
JOSHUA MEURER
DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
LES LIE TOPPING

ADMINISTRATOR, DJJ EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
ERIC MCMANUS

MANAGER, EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
GEORGE WELLS

ASSISTANT MANAGER, ALPHA PROGRAM
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
ALTHEA HUDSON

COORDINATOR, DJJ AND ALTERNATIVE TRANSITION SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
GLENNA WEAVER

GRANTS COORDINATOR
EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
JOETTA FINKLE
DIRECTOR, NURSING AND MEDICAL SERVICES
SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES
SARA O TOOLE

ASSISTANT MANAGER, HEALTH SERVICES
SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES
JANNE HYLAND

ASSISTANT MANAGER, HEALTH SERVICES
SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES
JENNIFER HOLDEN
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CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

MANAGER, CORE SYSTEMS
ROBERT PASKE

MANAGER, USER SUPPORT
MICHAEL JOHANNESEN

SUPERVISOR, RECORDS MANAGEMENT
ANGELA BROWN

DIRECTOR, APPLICATION SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT
DAVID DILEONARDO

DIRECTOR, APPLICATION SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT
KEVIN HAGABROOK

DIRECTOR, CYBERSECURITY
BENJAMIN WRIGHT

DIRECTOR, NETWORK AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BRIAN DOUGHTY

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ROBERT PASKE

TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DAVID DILEONARDO

TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
KEVIN HAGABROOK

TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
BENJAMIN WRIGHT

TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
BRIAN DOUGHTY

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
KEITH MASTORES
APPLICATIONS ADMINISTRATOR
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
TRACY DIVITO

APPLICATIONS ADMINISTRATOR
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
JANA ZAMRAZIL
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MANAGER, USER SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MICHAEL JOHANNESEN

SENIOR USER SUPPORT ANALYST
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
RYAN DUCK

SUPERVISOR, HELP DESK
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
KENNETH BONNELL

SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ROBERT CENESKIE

USER SUPPORT ANALYST
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NOE NEBRIDA

USER SUPPORT ANALYST
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
RICHARD COOPER

USER SUPPORT ANALYST
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ROGER ABLES

USER SUPPORT ANALYST
TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
STEPHEN WHITTON
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AREA SUPERINTENDENT, AREA 1
AREA 1 OFFICE
CHRISTEN GONZALEZ, Ed.D.

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
DUNEDIN ELEMENTARY
CHRISTINA MURPHY

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
EISENHOWER ELEMENTARY
TJUANA BAKER

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
FOREST LAKES ELEMENTARY
HOLLY HUEY

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
GARRISON-JONES ELEMENTARY
JENNIFER TAPIA

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
HIGHLAND LAKES ELEMENTARY
ELIZA DEFANT

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
OLDSMAR ELEMENTARY
GREGORY LOGAN

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
OZONA ELEMENTARY
LISA FREEMAN

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CURTIS FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTARY
RICHARD KNIGHT

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ELISA NELSON ELEMENTARY
HEMA ADHIA

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SAN JOSE ELEMENTARY
LISA BROWN

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SUNSET HILLS ELEMENTARY
JOHNNIE CRAWFORD

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BROKER CREEK ELEMENTARY
JOSHUA HODGES

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TARPON SPRINGS FUND ELEMENTARY
TERESA PRICE

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CYPRESS WOODS ELEMENTARY
CHRISTOPHER (SCOTT) STEVENS

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SUTHERLAND ELEMENTARY
KRISTY CANTU

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LAKE ST. GEORGE ELEMENTARY
MONIKA WOLCOTT

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CURLEW CREEK ELEMENTARY
KATHLEEN BRICKLEY

PRINCIPAL, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CYPRESS WOODS ELEMENTARY
CHRISTOPHER (SCOTT) STEVENS

PRINCIPAL, HIGH SCHOOL
DUNEDIN HIGH
JAMES KIBLINGER

PRINCIPAL, HIGH SCHOOL
TARPON SPRINGS HIGH
LEZA FATOLITIS

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
PALM HARBOR MIDDLE
PEGGY FOWLER

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
TARPON SPRINGS MIDDLE
RONALD MASON

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
CARWISE MIDDLE
CHAD EIBEN

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
EAST LAKE MIDDLE SCHOOL
KAREN HUZAR

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
Palm Harbor University High
Teresa Patterson

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
EAST LAKE HIGH
DANIEL SCHMITTDIEL

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
COUNTRYSIDE HIGH
TAYLOR HENDERSON

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
DUNEDIN HIGH
JAMES KIBLINGER

PRINCIPAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL
DUNEDIN HIGHLAND MIDDLE
BRANDON GLENN

KATHLEEN BRICKLEY

JAMES KIBLINGER

LEZA FATOLITIS

Teresa Patterson

DANIEL SCHMITTDIEL

TAYLOR HENDERSON

JAMES KIBLINGER

BRANDON GLENN
DIRECTOR, STUDENT DEMOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENT – SCHOOL CAPACITY

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT
ELLEN TRUSKOWSKI

COORDINATOR, SCHOOL PLANNING

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT
MARSHALL TOUCHTON

Open Position

GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT